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Abstract 

BeiDou global navigation satellite system (BDS-3), a developed GNSS by China, has the ability to support five different 
signals, including B1I, B3I, B1C, B2a, and B2b. Meanwhile, BDS-3 has officially provided the satellite-based precise point 
positioning (PPP) service through the B2b signal (PPP-B2b) since 2021. It’s necessary to conduct a comprehensive 
analysis on multi-frequency PPP with PPP-B2b corrections. In this study, a multi-frequency undifferenced and uncom-
bined PPP model (UDUC) using PPP-B2b corrections was employed to investigate dual-frequency to five-frequency 
real-time PPP performance. The results show that compared with the conventional dual-frequency solutions, multi-
frequency solutions can improve both the convergence performances and positioning accuracy of PPP-B2b service, 
especially during the convergence stage. The quad-frequency and five-frequency solutions can achieve the best 
positioning performance. The static solutions of multi-frequency PPP models reach the centimeter-level accuracy 
after convergence. In kinematic mode, the convergence time of the five-frequency PPP results is reduced by 23.5% 
compared with the dual-frequency results. The root mean square (RMS) errors of the five-frequency PPP in the E, N, 
and U components are 7.1 cm, 4.8 cm, and 12.4 cm, which are improved by 6.8%, 11.5%, and 5.5%, respectively.
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Graphical Abstract

Introduction
Precise point positioning (PPP) technology is considered 
an important method to obtain centimeter-level posi-
tioning accuracy using a single receiver in any location 
worldwide (Zumberge et  al. 1997, Kouba and Héroux 
2001). In order to meet the increasing demand of real-
time PPP, the International GNSS Service (IGS) launched 
Real-Time Pilot Project in 2007, and officially released 
Real-Time Service (RTS) in 2013 (Elsobeiey and Al-Harbi 
2016; Kazmierski et  al. 2020). The users with real-time 
needs can obtain highly accurate real-time satellite orbit 
and clock products via the Internet. Unfortunately, the 
instability of Internet can make RTS unavailable. Some 
commercial companies have started to generate real-
time products based on their own global GNSS station 
networks and broadcast them through satellite links 
(Booth and Snow 2009, Leandro et al. 2011). For exam-
ple, StarFire SF3 provides real-time users with GPS and 
GLONASS orbits, clock offsets, uncalibrated phase delay 
products based on about 60 GNSS stations worldwide 
(Dai et al. 2016).

Currently, BDS-3, Galileo, and QZSS all provide real-
time PPP service for free (CSNO 2020b; Zhang et  al. 
2020, 2022; Chen et  al. 2022; Ilaria et  al. 2023; Namie 
et  al. 2018). Compared with RTS, these satellite-based 
services use navigation signal to transmit real-time 
products without other auxiliary means. Thus, they’re 
able to provide reliable, continuous service in the event 
of Internet outages or instability. The Galileo High 
Accuracy Service (HAS) uses E6B signal to transmit 
satellite orbits, clock offsets, code bias, phase bias and 
atmospheric delay corrections (Rovira-Garcia et  al. 

2021; Naciri et  al. 2023). The HAS aims to achieve 
20  cm in the horizontal direction, and 40  cm in the 
vertical direction within 300  s in the European region 
(Fernandez-Hernandez et  al. 2022). The QZSS L6D 
signal provides Centimeter Level Augmentation Ser-
vice (CLAS) over Japan and the surrounding area. The 
CLAS can achieve centimeter-level positioning accu-
racy within 1  min (Hao et  al. 2020). The PPP service 
provided by BDS-3 uses B2b signals from three geosyn-
chronous orbit satellites (GEO) to broadcast real-time 
corrections for GPS and BDS-3 satellites (Yang et  al. 
2019).

Research by scholars and institutions has been car-
ried out to evaluate PPP-B2b service. Song et al. (2021), 
Huang and Meng (2021) comprehensively evaluated the 
quality of PPP-B2b corrections based on international 
GNSS Monitoring and Assessment System station data 
in China. The positioning accuracy achieved centime-
ter-level for static solutions and decimeter-level for kin-
ematic solutions. Xu et  al. (2021) pointed out that the 
PPP-B2b corrections can effectively correct the discon-
tinuous error caused by broadcast ephemeris update. 
Tao et  al. (2021) compared the PPP-B2b corrections 
with the CNES real-time corrections and discussed 
the matching characteristics of the corrections. This 
work pointed out that due to the worse GPS signal-in-
space range  error (SISRE) compared with BDS SISRE, 
the average convergence time of the GPS-only solution 
was 64.4 min, which was significantly longer than that 
of the BDS-only solution. Sun et al. (2023) analyzed the 
long-term performance based on PPP-B2b corrections 
of nearly 1  year. This work found that a constant bias 
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in clock offset causes much longer convergence time. 
Yang et  al. (2022) sorted out the differences between 
PPP-B2b and BDS satellite-based augmentation ser-
vice. The research by Zhou et al. (2023) showed that by 
applying the PPP-B2b corrections, the accuracy of the 
single-frequency PPP is better than 0.3  m in the hori-
zontal direction and 0.6  m in the vertical direction, 
respectively. Xu et  al. (2023) estimated signal in space 
range errors to reduce the effects of remaining PPP-B2b 
orbit errors and clock errors and improved positioning 
performance. Wu et  al. (2023) and Geng et  al. (2022) 
confirmed the potential of PPP-B2b service in various 
real-time user situations, especially at highly kinematic 
platforms and ocean environments. Their work expands 
the boundaries of PPP-B2b applications. Some other 
researchers have also conducted preliminary experi-
ments based on PPP-B2b corrections to verify the ser-
vice performance (Ren et al. 2021; Tang et al. 2022; Liu 
et al. 2022; Zhou et al. 2022; He et al. 2023).

In addition to the conventional B1I and B3I signals, 
BDS-3 has the ability to support three new signals with 
advanced signal structure and better strength, which are 
B1C, B2a and B2b (Jin and Su 2020; Li et  al. 2020; Wu 
et al. 2022). Current research on PPP-B2b mostly focuses 
on legacy dual-frequency solution and doesn’t make full 
use of BDS-3 new signals. The potential for better posi-
tioning performance with multi-frequency GNSS obser-
vations and PPP-B2b corrections is worth investigating. 
First, we introduced the method to obtain precise real-
time orbits and clock offsets from PPP-B2b corrections 
and evaluated the quality of PPP-B2b real-time correc-
tions. Then, a multi-frequency PPP model using BDS-3 
PPP-B2b service was employed. Finally, the static and 
kinematic dual-frequency to five-frequency PPP perfor-
mance using data from several IGS stations were ana-
lyzed in detail.

Methodology
Processing method of PPP‑B2b corrections
Several types of corrections are provided in PPP-B2b 
service through B2b signal, including precise satellite 
orbits, clock offsets, and difference code bias (DCB). The 
update intervals of satellite orbit, clock offsets, and DCB 
correction are 48  s, 6  s and 48  s, respectively. The valid 
time of satellite orbit correction is 96 s while that of sat-
ellite clock offset correction is 12  s. Due to the stability 
of satellite DCB, the valid time of DCB provided by PPP-
B2b is 86,400  s. The current service area is 80°E–155°E, 
5°S–55°N. The BeiDou Navigation Satellite System Time 
and the BeiDou Coordinate System are used for the time 
reference and the coordinate system, respectively (CSNO 
2020a). As of March 2023, PPP-B2b service can support 
27 BDS-3 satellites from C19 to C46 (except for C31) and 

GPS satellites in China and the surrounding area (Tao 
et  al. 2021). Issues of Data (IOD) are defined to iden-
tify the corrections. If the IOD of navigation (IODN) of 
the orbit correction matches with the IOD of the clock 
(IODC) from the broadcast ephemeris, the precise satel-
lite orbits can be obtained using Eq. (1) and Eq. (2):

where XB2b is the corrected real‐time satellite orbit. Xbrdc 
presents the satellite orbit generated from the broadcast 
ephemeris. �X is the PPP-B2b orbit correction in the 
Earth‐Centered‐Earth‐Fixed (ECEF) frame, which can be 
calculated as follows:

where r and ṙ are the satellite position and velocity vec-
tors generated from the broadcast ephemeris, respec-
tively. �O represents the PPP-B2b orbit correction 
vector in radial, along-track, and cross-track compo-
nents. BDS‐3 PPP-B2b satellite orbits refer to the antenna 
phase center (APC) of B3I, while GPS PPP-B2b satel-
lite orbits refer to the antenna phase center of L1/L2 
ionosphere-free combination. It is worth noting that the 
IODC of the broadcast ephemeris changes as the ephem-
eris is updated and there is a time delay in the update 
of IODN. The users should keep applying the historical 
broadcast ephemeris until the IODN from the latest cor-
rection is updated under the circumstances.

The PPP-B2b real‐time satellite clock offset can be 
obtained using Eq. (3):

where tsat is the PPP-B2b real-time precise satellite clock 
offset. tbrdc is the satellite clock offset generated from the 
broadcast ephemeris. C0 is the PPP‐B2b clock correction. 
c is the velocity of light. To ensure the accuracy, the clock 
offset corrections must be matched with both broadcast 
ephemeris and satellite orbit corrections. Due to the dif-
ferent update frequencies of orbit and clock corrections, 
there may be a temporary mismatch when the IOD of 
orbit and clock corrections (IOD Corr) parameters are 
changed. In this case, the previous valid clock correction 
matched with the orbit correction should continue to be 
used.

Table  1 lists the types of DCB for BDS-3 satellites 
broadcasted by B2b signal. Since the PPP-B2b clock 
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offsets refer to B3I signal, the corrected clock offsets 
include the satellite pseudo-range hardware delay of 
B3I. When using multi-frequency observations, this bias 
needs to be eliminated as follows:

where P̂s
r,i is the corrected pseudo-range observation of 

the certain frequency i between receiver r and satellite s. 
Ps
r,i is the observed pseudo-range value between receiver 

r and satellite s. DCBi is the DCB corrections of the fre-
quency i in meters.

Multi‑frequency real‑time PPP model with PPP‑B2b 
corrections
The raw pseudo-range and carrier phase observations 
can form the basic GNSS observation equations, and fur-
ther construct different PPP models (Leick et  al. 2015). 
When using PPP-B2b real-time satellite orbits and clock 
corrections, the basic observation equations for BDS-3 
satellites at frequency k can be expressed as follows:

where Ps
r,k and ϕs

r,k are the observations of pseudo-range 
and carrier phase between receiver r and satellite s at fre-
quency k. ρs

r is the geometric distance between satellite s 
and receiver r. tr is the receiver clock offset. t̂ sB2b is the sat-
ellite clock offset corrected by PPP-B2b corrections. ms

r,w 
is the corresponding mapping function and Zr,w is the 
zenith wet tropospheric delay. γk is the ionospheric map-
ping factor, γk = �

2
k

/

�
2
1 . Î

s
r,1 stands for the ionospheric 

delay of the first frequency, which is B3I for BDS-3 satel-
lites. �k and Ns

r,k stand for the wavelength and the inte-
ger ambiguity of frequency k. Br,k and Bs

k are the carrier 
phase hardware delays at frequency k of the receiver and 
satellite. br,k and bsk are the pseudo-range hardware delays 
at frequency k of the receiver and satellite in meters. esr,k 
and εsr,k are the observation noise, multipath errors and 
other unmodeled errors of the pseudo-range and carrier 
phase, respectively. The other effects, including phase 

(4)P̂s
r,i = Ps

r,i − DCBi,

(5)
{

Ps
r,k = ρs

r + c(tr − t̂ sB2b)+ms
r,wZr,w + γk I

s
r,1 + br,k − (bsk − bsB3I )+ esr,k

�kϕ
s
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,

windup (Wu et al. 1992), relativistic effect (Ashby 2003), 
troposphere hydrostatic delay (Saastamoinen 1972) and 
solid earth tide (Petit and Luzum 2010) can be corrected 
with the existing models, so they are not mentioned in 
Eq.  (5). It’s worth noting that the satellite and receiver 
antenna phase center offsets (PCOs) are corrected by the 
IGS ANTEX file called igs20.atx (IGS 2022). The satellite 
phase center variations (PCVs) are not applied due to the 
lack of BDS-3 PCVs in igs20.atx.

Instead of using the ionosphere-free (IF) combination, 
we employ an undifferenced multi-frequency PPP model 
by estimating the ionosphere delay as a parameter. Due 
to the PPP-B2b clock offset product, an additional satel-
lite pseudo-range hardware delay of B3I is involved in the 
model. To ensure the accuracy of the model, we need to 
handle the hardware delay of various frequencies appro-
priately (Håkansson et al. 2017). When the user chooses 
the dual-frequency solution, bsk − bsB3I can be corrected 
by the PPP-B2b DCB according to Eq.  (4). br,k can be 
completely absorbed by the receiver clock offset and ion-
ospheric delay. To represent this in mathematical terms, 
we reorganize the parameters and express the user-side 
dual‐frequency model as:

with

When GNSS observations at the third frequency or 
more are added, the effect caused by the pseudo-range 
hardware delay is different from the first two frequencies 
and can’t be completely absorbed by the receiver clock 
offset and ionospheric delay. This error will have a signifi-
cant impact on positioning accuracy. To eliminate such 
inconsistency, we require an additional inter-frequency 
bias parameter (IFB) (Deng et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2023). 
The rest of the receiver pseudo-range hardware delay at 
multi-frequency can be eventually absorbed by IFB. To 
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Table 1 Types of DCB broadcasted by B2b signal

System Number Type of DCB

BDS-3 7 B1I–B3I, B1C(D)–B3I, 
B1C(P)–B3I, B2a(D)–B3I, 
B2a(P)–B3I, B2b(I)–B3I, 
B2b(Q)–B3I
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simplify the form of the parameters, we also use PPP-B2b 
DCB to correct the satellite pseudo-range hardware delay 
at all frequencies. The multi‐frequency observation equa-
tion based on PPP-B2b corrections can be expressed as:

with

where IFBk>2 is the IFB parameter at frequency k in 
meters, which is estimated using random walk with the 
model:

where t and t − 1 represent the current and previous 
epochs, respectively. qIFB is the power spectral density 
of the noise of IFBk>2 . Considering the stability of DCB, 
qIFB is set to 0.001 m with a 30 s sampling interval for the 
third, fourth and fifth signals. If n satellites are observed 
per epoch at k (k > 2) frequencies, all parameters to be 
estimated in one epoch are as follows:

In this study, we have applied an extended Kalman fil-
ter to solve all the parameters according to Eq.  (11) in 
real-time.

Data collections and processing strategies
In this study, the Sino M300 Pro receiver, which can track 
GPS/GLONASS/BDS/Galileo satellites, was used to col-
lect PPP-B2b corrections for a total of 14 days from DOY 
63 to DOY 78 (missing data at DOY 71 and DOY 77) in 
2023. In addition, multi-frequency GNSS observation 
data from 7 IGS stations are used to assess the PPP per-
formance. The observations were collected from DOY 63 
to DOY 78 in 2023, with a sampling interval of 30 s. Fig-
ure 1 shows the distribution of the selected stations. The 
red line in the figure indicates the PPP‐B2b service area. 
The selected IGS stations can track all five BDS-3 signals. 
The receiver and antenna information of these stations is 
listed in Table 2.

The processing strategies for multi-frequency PPP are 
described in Table  3. The precise satellite orbit, clock 
offset and DCB are generated from received PPP-B2b 
messages. It’s worth noting that some stations provide 
C1X and C5X observations. Since the DCBs of these two 
observations are not provided in the PPP-B2b products, 

(8)
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r,k = ρs
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,

(10)IFBk>2,t = IFBk>2,t−1 +�t−1, �t−1 ∼ N (0, q2IFB�t),

(11)X =
[

X3×1 t̂r IFBk−2 In ZWD Nk×n

]

.

we use C1P and C5P DCB instead. The reference coordi-
nates of selected stations are obtained from IGS weekly 
solutions. All observation data are processed in dual-
frequency, triple-frequency, quad-frequency and five-
frequency mode, respectively. The signal combinations 
for each mode are mentioned in Table 3. For the conveni-
ence of the following description, we use the F2, F3, F4 
and F5 to represent the dual-frequency, triple-frequency, 
quad-frequency and five-frequency processing based on 
PPP-B2b corrections, respectively. For the analysis, the 
convergence time is defined as the time it takes to reach 
below 0.3 m and 0.6 m horizontal and vertical accuracy 
for at least 5 min, respectively.

Result
BDS‑3 PPP‑B2b corrections assessment
The final precise products released by IGS Wuhan 
University Analysis Center (abbreviated as WHU) 
are used as the reference to assess the quality of PPP-
B2b real-time satellite orbits and clock offsets. Also, 
the products from IGS RTS are employed for further 

Fig. 1 The selected experimental stations from IGS network

Table 2 Receiver and antenna information of the selected 
stations

Stations Receiver type Antenna type

CUSV JAVAD TRE_3 JAVRINGANT_DM

JFNG TRIMBLE ALLOY TRM59800.00

GAMG SEPT POLARX5TR LEIAR25.R4

ULAB JAVAD TRE_3 JAVRINGANT_G5T

URUM JAVAD TRE_3 JAVRINGANT_G5T

USUD SEPT POLARX5 AOAD/M_T

WUH2 JAVAD TRE_3 JAVRINGANT_G5T
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comparison. It should be noted that the precise orbits 
from WHU are referred to the center‐of‐mass (CoM) 
of the satellite, while the PPP-B2b orbits are referred to 
the satellite antenna phase center. Therefore, the PCOs 
between the WHU orbits and the PPP‐B2b orbits need 
to be corrected using igs20.atx.

The BDS-3 satellites orbit errors of PPP-B2b service 
and broadcast ephemeris on March 11, 2023 are pre-
sented in Fig.  2. The top, medium and bottom panels 
of Fig. 2 show the satellite orbit errors in radial, along‐
track, and cross‐track components, respectively. Differ-
ent colors represent different satellites.

As shown in Fig. 2, the accuracy of PPP-B2b real-time 
orbits is improved compared with that of the broad-
cast ephemeris, and the errors in all three directions are 
slightly reduced. Meanwhile, the satellite orbits calcu-
lated before and after the broadcast ephemeris update 
have obvious jumps. The PPP-B2b corrections can reduce 
this jump. Therefore, the time series of PPP-B2b orbit 
error is more continuous compared with the orbit errors 
generated from the broadcast ephemeris.

The accuracy of the orbits from broadcast ephemeris, 
PPP-B2b real-time orbits and IGS RTS orbits of BDS-3 
are shown in Fig. 3. The average RMSs of orbit errors are 
listed in Table 4. From the results, the RMS of PPP-B2b 

Table 3 Data processing strategy

Item Correction model or estimation strategy

Satellite orbit CNAV1 broadcast ephemeris + PPP-B2b orbit corrections

Satellite clock offset CNAV1 broadcast ephemeris + PPP-B2b clock offset corrections

Satellite DCB PPP-B2b DCB corrections

Cutoff elevation 10°

Weighing strategies Elevation-dependent weighing model; 3 mm and 0.3 m for raw phase and pseudo-range, respectively (Ge et al. 2008)

Ionosphere Estimated as random walk ( 9m2/s)

Troposphere Zenit dry delay is corrected by Saastamoinen model (Saastamoinen 1972), zenith wet delay is estimated as random 
walk ( 2.5× 10

−7
m

2/s ) and Global Mapping Function is used (Böhm et al. 2006)

Receiver clock offset Estimated as white noise

Phase windup Corrected (Ashby 2003)

inter-frequency bias Estimated as random walk ( 1× 10
−6

m
2/s)

Receiver positions Static mode: estimated as constants;
Kinematic mode: estimated as white noise process

Experimental schemes F2: B1I/B3I
F3: B1I/B3I/B2a
F4: B1I/B3I/B2a/B1C
F5: B1I/B3I/B2a/B1C/B2b

Ambiguity Estimated as a float constant

Fig. 2 Time series of BDS-3 satellite orbit error generated from broadcast ephemeris (left) and PPP-B2b corrections (right)
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orbit errors are 9.2 cm, 17.3 cm, 22.5 cm in radial, along‐
track, and cross‐track components, respectively, which 
are reduced by 14.0%, 14.4%, and 22.7% compared with 
the broadcast ephemeris. The accuracy of RTS orbits is 
better than PPP-B2b real-time orbits. The PPP‐B2b orbit 
errors of C41 and C42 are 0.3 ~ 0.4  m in radial compo-
nent, which are significantly higher than other satellites. 
This may relate to the PCO corrections released by IGS.

In terms of clock evaluation, the final precise clock 
offsets from WHU are used as reference. The BDS-3 sat-
ellite clock offset from WHU refers to B1I/B3I IF com-
bination, while the PPP-B2b real-time clock offset refers 
to B3I signal. Therefore, the PPP-B2b DCB should be 
applied to eliminate the inconsistency before the com-
parison. Moreover, the clock datum differences between 
the clock offset products from different analysis centers 

will cause systematical biases during evaluation (Mon-
tenbruck et al. 2015). In order to eliminate these biases, 
the same reference satellite is chosen to calculate the 
single-difference clock offsets for comparison (Yao et al. 
2017). In multi-frequency positioning, the systematical 
biases can be absorbed by the ambiguity parameter and 
do not affect the positioning results. The stability of the 
satellite clock, however, will significantly affect position-
ing accuracy and convergence time (Zhou et  al. 2022; 
Jinhuo et  al. 2022). Figure  4 shows the STD values of 
BDS-3 satellite clock offset errors. From Fig. 4, it can be 
seen that the STD of PPP-B2b real-time clock offsets is 
about 0.1–0.2 ns, which is significantly better than that of 
broadcast ephemeris and IGS RTS products.

To evaluate the accuracy of PPP-B2b DCB values, we 
use the precise DCB products released by the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences (CAS) as reference (Wang et  al. 
2016). Figure 5 shows the average differences of PPP-B2b 
DCB values including B3I-B1I, B3I-B1C (P) and B3I-B2a 
(P), respectively.

As shown in Fig.  5, the DCB values of each code are 
consistent with CAS products. The largest bias is around 
2 ns. The mean values of the B3I-B1I, B3I-B1C (P), and 
B3I-B2a (P) DCB differences are 0.65  ns, 0.46  ns, and 
0.64 ns, respectively.

Fig. 3 RMS of BDS-3 satellites orbit generated from broadcast ephemeris, PPP-B2b corrections, and IGS real-time products

Table 4 RMS of BDS-3 satellite orbit accuracy for different 
products (unit: cm)

Product type Radial Along‐track Cross‐track 3D

Broadcast 10.7 20.2 29.1 37.1

PPP-B2b 9.2 17.3 22.5 29.8

IGS RTS 5.5 9.8 8.5 14.1
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Dual‑frequency to five‑frequency BDS‑3 PPP results
In this part, the performance of the static and kinematic 
five-frequency PPP using PPP-B2b corrections is evalu-
ated. We use IFB1, IFB2 and IFB3 to represent the IFB 
parameter corresponding to the third, fourth and fifth 
frequency, respectively. The time series of estimated 
IFBs at ULAB, URUM, CUSV station on DOY 67, 2023 
are shown in Fig. 6. The figure shows that IFBs of differ-
ent frequencies remain stable within a day. It’s appro-
priate to model IFB parameter as the random walk in 
the multi-frequency model using PPP-B2b service. 
According to Eq.  (9), the IFB parameter is a combina-
tion of the receiver hardware delay. Therefore, the IFB 
estimates are different because of the different receiver 
types. It’s worth noting that due to the same receiver 

and antenna type, the IFB values of ULAB and URUM 
are close. Figure 7 shows the differences between esti-
mated IFBs and reference IFBs generated from receiver 
DCB products released by CAS. The STD and RMS of 
IFBs are listed in Table  5. The estimated IFBs and the 
reference IFBs have good consistency. The statistics 
results illustrate that the STD values of IFBs are around 
6–8  cm while the RMS values are around 10–30  cm. 
The estimated IFBs are able to partially absorb other 
errors that are not fully modeled and residual error of 
PPP-B2b product. This reason can explain the relatively 
higher RMS values.

Figure  8 presents the total number of visible BDS-3 
satellites (red line) and available satellites (green line) 

Fig. 4 STD of clock offset difference for broadcast ephemeris, PPP-B2b products and RTS IGS

Fig. 5 Mean difference between PPP-B2b DCB and CAS products Fig. 6 Time series of estimated IFBs of three stations 
for multi-frequency model (DOY 67, 2023)
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for PPP-B2b positioning at two stations on DOY 67 in 
2023, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8, the average num-
ber of visible satellites per day remains stable in gen-
eral, with about 11 ~ 15 BDS-3 satellites. Due to the 
distribution of regional tracking networks, PPP-B2b 
service can’t support all the BDS-3 satellites at the same 
time. The number of available satellites with valid orbit 
and clock corrections that can be used for PPP-B2b 
positioning is about 6–11. It should be noted that the 
number of available satellites at 8:00 and 16:00 is below 
6, which seriously affects the positioning performance.

The static positioning errors of GAMG and ULAB sta-
tion using PPP-B2b service in the east (E), north (N), and 
up (U) components from DOY 63 to DOY 78, 2023 are 
presented in Fig.  9. The PPP-B2b messages are missing 
in DOY 71 and DOY 77 so the PPP are not available for 

these two days. The positioning results of each model can 
obtain the positioning accuracy of 0.3 m in the horizon-
tal direction and 0.6 m in the vertical direction within 
20 min. All solutions can achieve centimeter‐level posi-
tioning results after convergence, with errors of about 
2–4 cm in the E and N components and 4–7 cm in the U 
component.

The RMS errors and convergence time of 14-day static 
positioning results for the F2, F3, F4 and F5 models using 
PPP-B2b service are shown in Figs.  10 and 11, respec-
tively. The line in the middle of the boxplot represents 
the median of dataset. The average RMS errors and con-
vergence time for different models are summarized in 
Table 6. From the statistical results, it is observed that the 
median convergence time for each model is less than 15 
min and the convergence time of all solutions does not 
exceed 20 min. The F5 model can achieve the best posi-
tioning accuracy in E, N and U components valued 4.6, 
1.9 and 5.1 cm, respectively. The 3D error reduced from 
7.7 to 7.1 cm compared with the F2 model. The posi-
tioning accuracy of the F4 and F5 models has a slight 
improvement in the U component compared with the 
other models, and the improvement in E and N compo-
nents is not obvious. The average convergence time of the 
F5 model is 7.2 min, which is reduced by 25.8% compared 
with the F2 model. Although more observations are used 
in the F4 and F5 models, the positioning performance is 
not significantly improved after convergence.

The kinematic positioning errors of GAMG and ULAB 
station for the F2, F3, F4 and F5 models using PPP-B2b 
service from DOY 63 to DOY 78, 2023 are presented in 
Fig. 12. The results show that the kinematic PPP result is 
at the decimeter level using the PPP-B2b corrections.

Figures  13 and 14 displays the boxplot of the RMS 
errors in three components and convergence time for 
F2, F3, F4 and F5 models, respectively. The average 
RMS errors and convergence time of PPP-B2b solutions 
are summarized in Table  7. From the results, the F3–
F5 models have better convergence performance and 

Fig. 7 Differences between estimated IFBs and reference IFBs 
generated from receiver DCB products of three stations (DOY 67, 
2023)

Table 5 STD and RMS of IFBs (DOY 67, 2023)

Item STD (m) RMS (m)

IFB1 0.061 0.145

IFB2 0.072 0.290

IFB3 0.061 0.104

Fig. 8 Number of all visible satellites and available satellites for PPP-B2b positioning at GAMG (left panel) and ULAB (right panel) station on DOY 
067 in 2023
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Fig. 9 Static PPP results using PPP-B2b service from DOY 63 to DOY 78 in 2023
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positioning accuracy than the F2 model. The average 
convergence time of the F3 model is 20.5 min, which is 
15.6% faster than that of the F2 model. However, the F5 
model has only an 9.2% reduction in convergence time 
compared to the F3 model and is almost the same as 
the F4 model.

In order to further explore the contribution of multi-
frequency model, Fig. 15 shows the convergence perfor-
mance of kinematic PPP with PPP-B2b corrections under 
a 68.2% confidence level. From Fig. 15, we can find that 
during the first 30  min, the F4 and F5 model have the 
best convergence performance. It takes 12.5 min for the 
F4 and F5 model to reduce the error in the horizontal and 
vertical directions to 0.4 m and 0.6 m, respectively, while 
that for the F3 and F2 model are 16.5 min and 23.5 min. 
The F2 model takes about twice as long as the F5 model. 
After 60  min, the PPP results of all models have fully 
converged to the centimeter-level values. There are little 
differences between the results of F2 ~ F5 models there-
after. We find that the F4 and F5 model are able to play a 
greater role at the beginning of PPP-B2b processing, and 
this contribution gradually decreases after convergence.

In terms of positioning accuracy, the RMS errors of 
the F5 model in the E, N, and U components are 7.1 cm, 
4.8 cm, and 12.4 cm, respectively. Table 7 indicates that 
the RMS errors of the F5 model are reduced by 6.8%, 
11.5%, and 5.5%, respectively, compared with the F2 
model. The performances of the F4 model are compara-
ble to that of the F5 model after convergence, and both 
are better than the F2 model. The statistical results indi-
cate that multi-frequency model can improve not only 
convergence time but also three-dimensional positioning 
accuracy of PPP-B2b service.

Conclusions
The BDS-3 PPP-B2b service has promoted the imple-
mentation of real-time PPP in environments where the 
Internet is unavailable or unstable. In this contribution, 
we employed a multi-frequency PPP model using BDS-3 
PPP-B2b service and first analyzed the dual-frequency to 
five-frequency PPP performance based on PPP-B2b cor-
rections in both static and kinematic modes.

Compared with the broadcast satellite orbit, the PPP-
B2b real-time orbit is more continuous, with average 
RMS error of 9.2 cm, 17.3 cm, 22.5 cm in radial, along‐
track, and cross‐track components, respectively. PPP-B2b 
orbit corrections can reduce the satellite orbit error and 
discontinuity caused by ephemeris updates. The STD 
of the BDS-3 PPP-B2b clock offset is about 0.1–0.2  ns, 
which is better than both broadcast ephemeris and IGS 
RTS products. The PPP-B2b DCB products show good 
consistency with final DCB products from CAS. The 
average values of DCB differences of each signal are 
about 0.4 ~ 0.6 ns.

Positioning experiments with dual-frequency, tri-
ple-frequency, quad-frequency and five-frequency 
observations are conducted using PPP-B2b correc-
tions, respectively. The time series of estimated IFBs 
are stable over time and show good consistency with 

Fig. 10 Boxplot of the accuracy of static PPP for selected stations

Fig. 11 Boxplot of the convergence time of static PPP for selected 
stations

Table 6 The average RMS errors and convergence time of static 
PPP

Model E (cm) N (cm) U (cm) 3D (cm) Convergence 
time (min)

F2 4.66 2.16 5.74 7.70 9.7

F3 4.75 1.91 5.58 7.57 8.9

F4 4.61 1.97 5.15 7.19 7.2

F5 4.56 1.92 5.12 7.12 7.2
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the reference IFBs. The static solutions of dual-fre-
quency to five-frequency PPP models can reach the 
centimeter-level accuracy after convergence, with 
errors of 2–4  cm in the E and N components and 
4–7 cm in the U component. The median convergence 
time of each model does not exceed 15  min. The F5 
model has the best positioning performance. In terms 
of kinematic mode, the average convergence time of 

the F3–F5 models is about 18–20  min, which is sig-
nificantly reduced by around 22% compared to the F2 
model. The 3D positioning RMS of the F2, F3, F4, and 
F5 models are 16.15 cm, 15.00 cm, 15.18 cm, and 15.11 
cm, respectively. At the convergence stage of the PPP-
B2b solution, the F4 and F5 model have better con-
vergence performance than the F3 and F2 model with 
smaller positioning errors. The achieved experimental 

Fig. 12 Kinematic PPP results using PPP-B2b service from DOY 63 to DOY 78 in 2023
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results indicate that multi-frequency observations can 
improve both convergence time and three-dimensional 
positioning accuracy in PPP-B2b solutions. In addition, 
the contribution of multi-frequency observations is 
greater in the convergence stage compared to that after 

convergence. In the future, the combination of more 
public satellite-based PPP services, such as Galileo 
HAS and QZSS CLAS, will meet the real-time demands 
of more GNSS users for higher precision.
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Fig. 13 Boxplot of the accuracy of kinematic PPP for selected 
stations

Fig. 14 Boxplot of the convergence time of kinematic PPP 
for selected stations

Table 7 The average RMS errors and convergence time of 
kinematic PPP

Model E (cm) N (cm) U (cm) 3D (cm) Convergence 
time (min)

F2 7.66 5.40 13.16 16.15 24.3

F3 7.39 4.88 12.11 15.00 20.5

F4 7.06 4.79 12.56 15.18 18.7

F5 7.14 4.78 12.43 15.11 18.6

Fig. 15 Convergence performance of kinematic PPP with PPP-B2b 
corrections under 68.2% confidence level
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